In The News
Friday, May 31, 2013

What's contributing to the spread of valley fever? (Dr. John Galgiani, UA Valley Fever Center of Excellence)
05/31/2013 CBS News

Former Semi-Pro Arena Football Player Bridged to Heart Transplant with the SynCardia Total Artificial Heart (University of Arizona Medical Center)
05/31/2013 Arizona Daily Star

UBM Medica US' ONCOLOGY Launches New Feature Sections on Controversies, Quandaries in Cancer Care - Business, Government Legal News from throughout WV (Dr. Thomas Miller, UA Cancer Center)
05/31/2013 State Journal

4 killed, 4 injured in crash near Douglas (University of Arizona Medical Center)
05/30/2013 Arizona Republic

Medicine and its rivals The believers (Dr. Andrew Weil, Center for Integrative Medicine at the University of Arizona)
05/30/2013 Big News Network

Former Semi-Pro Arena Football Player Bridged to Heart Transplant with the ... (University of Arizona Medical Center in Tucson)
05/30/2013 The Herald

StressStop.com Announces the Release of a New DVD that Puts People to Sleep (Rubin Naiman, Ph.D., Arizona Program in Integrative Medicine at UA)
05/30/2013 The News-Times

Softball tourney in Douglas to benefit Nogales' Grijalva (University of Arizona Medical Center)
05/30/2013 Nogales International

UA Steele Children's Research Center receives grant for 'PANDA ... (UA Steele Children's Research Center)
05/30/2013 Tucson News Now

Running & Your Bone Density (University of Arizona College of Public Health)
05/27/2013 eHow